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This reference collects all relevant aspects electronic tap-changer and presents
them in a comprehensive and orderly manner. It explains logically and
systematically the design and optimization of a full electronic tap-changer for
distribution transformers. The book provides a fully new insight to all possible
structures of power section design and categorizes them comprehensively,
including cost factors of the design. In the control section design, the authors
review mechanical tap-changer control systems and they present the modeling of
a full electronic tap-changer as well as a closed-loop control of the full-electronic
tap-changer. The book is written for electrical engineers in industry and academia
but should be useful also to postgraduate students of electrical engineering.
Electronic Commerce is a complete introduction to the world of electronic
commerce, including balanced coverage of technical and business topics. Case
studies and plentiful business examples complement conceptual coverage to
provide a real-world context. Implementation strategies are analyzed, using
examples of both successful and unsuccessful implementations.
Electronic Value Exchange examines in detail the transformation of the VISA
electronic payment system from a collection of non-integrated, localized, paperPage 1/22
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based bank credit card programs into the cooperative, global, electronic value
exchange network it is today. Topics and features: provides a history of the VISA
system from the mid-1960s to the early 1980s; presents a historical narrative
based on research gathered from personal documents and interviews with key
actors; investigates, for the first time, both the technological and social
infrastructures necessary for the VISA system to operate; supplies a detailed
case study, highlighting the mutual shaping of technology and social relations,
and the influence that earlier information processing practices have on the way
firms adopt computers and telecommunications; examines how “gateways” in
transactional networks can reinforce or undermine established social boundaries,
and reviews the establishment of trust in new payment devices.
We all talk about the "tube" or "box," as if television were simply another
appliance like the refrigerator or toaster oven. But Cecilia Tichi argues that TV is
actually an environment--a pervasive screen-world that saturates almost every
aspect of modern life. In Electronic Hearth, she looks at how that environment
evolved, and how it, in turn, has shaped the American experience. Tichi explores
almost fifty years of writing about television--in novels, cartoons, journalism,
advertising, and critical books and articles--to define the role of television in the
American consciousness. She examines early TV advertising to show how the
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industry tried to position the new device as not just a gadget but a prestigious
new piece of furniture, a highly prized addition to the home. The television set,
she writes, has emerged as a new electronic hearth--the center of family activity.
John Updike described this "primitive appeal of the hearth" in Roger's Version:
"Television is--its irresistible charm--a fire. Entering an empty room, we turn it on,
and a talking face flares into being." Sitting in front of the TV, Americans exist in a
safety zone, free from the hostility and violence of the outside world. She also
discusses long-standing suspicions of TV viewing: its often solitary, almost
autoerotic character, its supposed numbing of the minds and imagination of
children, and assertions that watching television drugs the minds of Americans.
Television has been seen as treacherous territory for public figures, from
generals to presidents, where satire and broadcast journalism often deflate their
authority. And the print culture of journalism and book publishing has waged a
decades-long war of survival against it--only to see new TV generations embrace
both the box and the book as a part of their cultural world. In today's culture, she
writes, we have become "teleconscious"--seeing, for example, real life being
certified through television ("as seen on TV"), and television constantly ratified
through its universal presence in art, movies, music, comic strips, fabric prints,
and even references to TV on TV. Ranging far beyond the bounds of the
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broadcast industry, Tichi provides a history of contemporary American culture, a
culture defined by the television environment. Intensively researched and
insightfully written, The Electronic Hearth offers a new understanding of a critical,
but much-maligned, aspect of modern life.
This book is evolved from the experience of the author who taught all lab courses
in his three decades of teaching in various universities in India. The objective of
this lab manual is to provide information to undergraduate students to practice
experiments in electronics laboratories. This book covers 118 experiments for
linear/analog integrated circuits lab, communication engineering lab, power
electronics lab, microwave lab and optical communication lab. The experiments
described in this book enable the students to learn: • Various analog integrated
circuits and their functions • Analog and digital communication techniques •
Power electronics circuits and their functions • Microwave equipment and
components • Optical communication devices This book is intended for the
B.Tech students of Electronics and Communication Engineering, Electrical and
Electronics Engineering, Biomedical Electronics, Instrumentation and Control,
Computer Science, and Applied Electronics. It is designed not only for
engineering students, but can also be used by BSc/MSc (Physics) and Diploma
students. KEY FEATURES • Contains aim, components and equipment required,
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theory, circuit diagram, pin-outs of active devices, design, tables, graphs,
alternate circuits, and troubleshooting techniques for each experiment • Includes
viva voce and examination questions with their answers • Provides exposure on
various devices TARGET AUDIENCE • B.Tech (Electronics and Communication
Engineering, Electrical and Electronics Engineering, Biomedical Electronics,
Instrumentation and Control, Computer Science, and Applied Electronics) •
BSc/MSc (Physics) • Diploma (Engineering)
Electronics Calculations Data Handbook is a unique handbook consisting of
tables compiled as a labour-saving aid for electronics engineers, designers and
technicians. The layout and content of these is designed to make them easy to
use, and to contain the most valuable but tough to calculate information. Daniel
McBrearty compiled this book as a result of bitter experience as an analog
designer, initially prototyping and testing the ideas of other folk, and seeking to
make those little changes that can make the difference between a good and
really excellent circuit, and later doing the whole thing himself. If you don't know
off the top of your head the best pair of E24 resistors to make an inverting opamp stage of 18dB gain (and who does?) then this book will save you hours and
protect your sanity in a world in which your calculator always goes missing, and
you've forgotten the formula. All the key data needed by electronics designers,
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engineers and technicians Saves on hours of needless number-crunching Musthave information at a glance
“A thought-provoking critique of Einstein’s tantalizing combination of brilliance
and blunder.”—Andrew Robinson, New Scientist Never before translated into
English, the Manimekhalai is one of the great classics of Indian culture.
In 1686, Alex St Barbe and Louise are living at Wintercombe until tragedy wrecks
their marriage. Alex seeks the taverns of Amsterdam while Louise abandons
Wintercombe to their detested cousin Charles. England is sliding towards
revolution and Alex, working for William of Orange, plotting the treason that will
return him at last to Louise and Wintercombe or lead him to his death.
Originally printed in 1943, this Pilots' Information File was standard issue for the men of
the U.S. Army Air Forces during WWII. In its pages you will find a wide-ranging
discussion of aviation topics, from flight safety, to air space rules, dive recovery, how to
deal with engine failure, icing, how to bail out, and even how to ditch a B-17 bomber.
This high-quality, soft-bound reprint features the original text in its entirety, and has
attractive full color covers.
Stella's new life in Portbay is going well. The only hassle is Rachel and her gang, who
still manage to make Stella feel like she doesn't belong... Then all this weird stuff
happens to Rachel and her so-called mates start avoiding her. Should Stella come to
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her rescue, or is that possibly the worst idea she's ever had...?
This work is a collection of papers on electromagnetic nondestructive evaluation. It
discusses developments in the growing field of electromagnetic nondestructive
evaluation methods. Topics include evaluation of degradation mechanism in magnetic
materials.
This work explores the author's personal experience of psychoanalysis. It reveals her
truamatic childhood and institutionalization, followed by her escape to the quiet cul-desac where her psychoanalysist lived. There, for many years, she made the journey
towards recovery through Freudian analysis.
Given the prominence of the electronic media in the 21st century, it is crucial that both
media professionals and consumers know how to decipher and evaluate media content,
the assumptions on which that content is based, and the constraints to which it is
subject. Electronic Media Criticism offers a variety of critical approaches to audio and
video discourse. Rather than restricting itself to one perspective, the book applies key
aesthetic, sociological, philosophical, psychological, structural, and economic principles
to arrive at a comprehensive evaluation of both programming and advertising content.
Maintaining the approach of the original volume, this second edition includes: * updated
chapters to reflect the current media world, including sample reviews and illustrations, *
material pertaining to "new media"--because the book is process-oriented rather than
medium-oriented, Internet referents are interspersed in discussion of the various critical
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perspectives, * two additional scripts for critical analysis--an episode of The Simpsons
and an installment of the dark Canadian comedy The Newsroom, and * new exercises
for further practice in applying critical procedures. Orlik interweaves the insights of
industry and academic authorities, recognizing that both orientations are essential in
the development of a valid and viable critical outlook. Written for media students and
practitioners, all readers of this volume will gain feasible and flexible tools for focused
and rational analysis of electronic media products, as well as improved understanding
of the role and essential ingredients of criticism itself.
Once upon a time, fairies were the stuff of bedtime stories and sweet dreams. Then
came the mutations, and the dre-ams became nightmares. Mosquito-size fairies now
indulge their taste for human blood—and for most humans, a fairy bite means insanity or
death. Luckily, Annabelle Lee isn’t most humans. The hard-drinking, smart-mouthed,
bicycle-riding redhead is immune to fairy venom, and able to do the dirty work most
humans can’t. Including helping law enforcement— and Cane Cooper, the bayou’s
sexiest detective—collect evidence when a body is discovered outside the fairy-proof
barricades of her Louisiana town. But Annabelle isn’t equipped to deal with the murder
of a sixyear- old girl or a former lover-turned-FBI snob taking an interest in the case.
Suddenly her already bumpy relationship with Cane turns even rockier, and even the
most trust-worthy friends become suspects. Annabelle’s life is imploding: between
relationship drama, a heartbreaking murder investigation, Breeze-crazed drug runners,
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and a few too many rum and Cokes, Annabelle is a woman on the run—from her past,
toward her future, and into the arms of a darkness waiting just for her. . . .
Electronic Multimedia Publishing brings together in one place important contributions
and up-to-date research results in this fast moving area. Electronic Mulitmedia
Publishing serves as an excellent reference, providing insight into some of the most
challenging research issues in the field.
---------------------------------------------- A lost starship... A dire warning from futures past...
A desperate search for salvation... ---------------------------------------------- Captain Mitchell
"Ares" Williams is a Space Marine and the hero of the Battle for Liberty, whose Shot
Heard 'Round the Universe saved the planet from a nearly unstoppable war machine.
He's handsome, charismatic, and the perfect poster boy to help the military drive
enlistment. Pulled from the war and thrown into the spotlight, he's as efficient at
charming the media and bedding beautiful celebrities as he was at shooting down
enemy starfighters. After an assassination attempt leaves Mitchell critically wounded,
he begins to suffer from strange hallucinations that carry a chilling and oddly familiar
warning: They are coming. Find the Goliath or humankind will be destroyed. Convinced
that the visions are a side-effect of his injuries, he tries to ignore them, only to learn that
he may not be as crazy as he thinks. The enemy is real and closer than he imagined,
and they'll do whatever it takes to prevent him from rediscovering the centuries lost
starship. Narrowly escaping capture, out of time and out of air, Mitchell lands at the
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mercy of the Riggers - a ragtag crew of former commandos who patrol the lawless
outer reaches of the galaxy. Guided by a captain with a reputation for cold-blooded
murder, they're dangerous, immoral, and possibly insane. They may also be humanity's
last hope for survival in a war that has raged beyond eternity.
Conquer SharePoint 2013—from the inside out! You’re beyond the basics, so dive right into
SharePoint 2013—and really put your business collaboration platform to work! This supremely
organized reference packs hundreds of timesaving solutions, troubleshooting techniques, and
workarounds. It’s all muscle and no fluff. Discover how the experts facilitate information
sharing across the enterprise—and challenge yourself to new levels of mastery. Efficiently
manage documents throughout the enterprise Build team sites and collaborate with Microsoft
OneNote and SkyDrive Design workflows with SharePoint Designer and Microsoft Visio
Produce e-forms using Microsoft InfoPath and Access Manage community sites using
business social features Connect SharePoint to external data and business systems Create
business intelligence dashboards and key performance indicators Customize and control
Sharepoint enterprise search
Joseph and George Anderson are once again back to match-making in the sixth book in The
Billionaire Bachelors Series. Bree has had enough of over-protective brothers and a meddling
father, so she decides to run to a small town, where she can prove she can make it on her
own. The only thing wrong with that situation is there's a stalker after her, determined to make
her his - or else end her life. George hires Chad, Mark's best friend and ex-Navy Seal to guard
Bree. She is furious about her father sending her a babysitter. Sparks and bullets fly between
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Bree and Chad. Open the pages to find humor, love, mystery and so much more. Enjoy the
newest book in the bestselling romance series "Billionaire Bachelors"
In this book, internationally recognized researchers give a state-of-the-art overview of the
electronic device architectures required for the nano-CMOS era and beyond. Challenges
relevant to the scaling of CMOS nanoelectronics are addressed through different core CMOS
and memory device options in the first part of the book. The second part reviews new device
concepts for nanoelectronics beyond CMOS. The book covers the fundamental limits of core
CMOS, improving scaling by the introduction of new materials or processes, new architectures
using SOI, multigates and multichannels, and quantum computing.
This is the ideal reference for both new and existing web developers who want to be able to
augment their skills and showcase their content in a truly professional manner.
This new volume of Methods in Enzymology continues the legacy of this premier serial by
containing quality chapters authored by leaders in the field. This volume covers methods in
protein design and it has chapters on such topics as protein switch engineering by domain
insertion, evolution based design of proteins, and computationally designed proteins.
Continues the legacy of this premier serial with quality chapters authored by leaders in the field
Covers methods in protein design Contains chapters with such topics as protein switch
engineering by domain insertion, evolution-based design of proteins, and computationally
designed proteins
When war takes two young men far from the peaceful streets of Pocatello, Idaho, an intense
friendship develops on the battlefront. These friends find there can be life after tragedy and
that sometimes the one we need most desperately to forgive is ourself.
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Diagnostic accuracy is critical for the identification and treatment of patients with potential
cardiac disease. There is now an ever-increasing reliance on the measured levels of diverse
proteins (i.e. markers) whose presence in varying amounts can suggest certain cardiovascular
pathologies and help to identify optimal therapeutic alternatives. Cardiac Markers: Current and
Future Applications is designed to familiarize the reader with these concepts, and to facilitate
the application of these concepts to patients with cardiac disease. The chapters in this
monograph detail the past, present, and potential future of markers used for the detection of
myocardial injury and for risk assessment as part of a cardiovascular disease work-up strategy.
The strengths of this extensive overview, written by many of the current leaders in the field, lie
in the evidence presented in addressing analytical/technical, clinical, and outcomeassessments of each biomarker currently used in clinical practice, and for those being
investigated as potential cutting-edge tools. Clinical cardiologists, pathologists, researchers,
and critical and primary care physicians interested in the clinical application of blood-based
assays in cardiac patients will all learn from this monograph.
Computational chemistry, including electronic structure modeling, is a fast and accurate tool for
treating large chemically meaningful systems. Unique among current quantum chemistry texts,
Electronic Structure Modeling: Connections Between Theory and Software enables
nonspecialists to employ computational methods in their own investigations. The text illustrates
theoretical methods with numerical detail and model calculations. It clarifies what these
modeling programs can do, their known pathologies, which ones are suited for specific kinds of
projects, and how to reproduce them using the accompanying PC-LOBE bundled software.
While elucidating gradient-based molecular structure optimization, the text reviews notable
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successes and unsolved problems or failures in electronic structure modeling. It also describes
the theory and computation of circular dichroism and optical rotation, including magnetically
induced optical phenomena. Offering an accessible introduction to computational methods,
Electronic Structure Modeling permits users to practice modeling with a full understanding of
the algorithms that support their calculations.

First published in 1951, Cherokee Cooklore introduces us to traditional Cherokee
cooking. It starts with a photographic essay as Aggie Lossiah demonstrates how she
makes bean bread. This is followed by recipes gathered from the North Carolina
Cherokee community (including yellowjacket soup, blood pudding, hominy corn drink,
baked squirrel, and hickory nut soup). A description of Cherokee food customs follows.
This is a fascinating booklet that provides valuable food lore for the adventuresome
gourmet or the student of Native American history.
This volume is the first electronics and instrumentation for audiology text and provides
information on the variety of applications of electronics and audiology that are often
omitted from science and engineering books. The book explains the operation of
various instruments used in audiology applications, and it contains pertinent equations,
numerical examples, and practice exercises. It also addresses fine details of electronics
and instrumentation not often found in other texts, including the difficult concepts of
electrical impedance and acoustic impedance. Additionally, it incorporates precise
language and high quality drawings to explain electronic concepts clearly and
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accurately. This textbook is ideal for graduate-level courses on applications of modern
electronics in both hearing aids and diagnostic instruments. It is an indispensable
resource for students and researchers of audiology, and a valuable reference for
practicing audiologists.
The Most Complete, Current Guide to Troubleshooting and Repairing Electrical and
Electronic Devices "If it's electronic, and there is troubleshooting to be done, then this is
the book to reach for!" --Dr. Simon Monk, bestselling author of 30 Arduino Projects for
the Evil Genius and Hacking Electronics: An Illustrated DIY Guide for Makers and
Hobbyists "...an outstanding book on electronic troubleshooting with clear, concise, and
concrete examples that anyone can relate to." --James Karagiannes, Ph.D. Physics,
Associate Dean of Engineering and Information Sciences, DeVry University, Chicago
Fully updated for the latest technologies, devices, test instruments, and problem-solving
methods, the new edition of this practical resource provides you with the
comprehensive information you need to troubleshoot today's electrical and electronic
equipment. Inside you'll find new and enhanced coverage of: Wireless communications
Embedded microprocessor systems Cutting-edge medical diagnostic equipment
Advanced networking technologies The book uniquely blends traditional electrical
theory and components with modern networking and electronic technology. Chapterending questions and problems test your understanding of the topics discussed. Filled
with tables, charts, illustrations, graphs, and flowcharts, this is a must-have manual for
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anyone who works with electronics--at home or on the job. Electronic Troubleshooting,
Fourth Edition, covers: Electric motors and generators Industrial controls Residential,
commercial, and wireless communications Radio and television Digital circuits
Combinational and sequential digital circuits Microprocessor-based systems Biomedical
equipment Computer networking and network drives Embedded microprocessor
systems
A significant shift is taking place in libraries, with the purchase of e-resources
accounting for the bulk of materials spending. Electronic Resource Management makes
the case that technical services workflows need to make a corresponding shift toward ecentric models and highlights the increasing variety of e-formats that are forcing new
developments in the field. Six chapters cover key topics, including: technical services
models, both past and emerging; staffing and workflow in electronic resource
management; implementation and transformation of electronic resource management
systems; the role of the electronic resource librarian in discovery systems, layers and
tools; and academic library consortia and the evolving role of electronic resources and
technology. The leading chapters include case studies from around the world, and a
concluding chapter focuses on the disruptive nature of e-books and how broad adoption
of this format is emerging as the tipping point towards holistic ‘resource management’,
where separate technical services processes for print and electronic resources are
finally merged. An emphasis on ‘access’ within the new technical services model
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Focuses on the unique attributes of electronic resource management that are distinct
from traditional print serials workflows Covers consortia and how membership affects
electronic resource management workflows, priorities, and technical processes
One of the greatest defenders of faith answers penetrating questions about the
meaning of life and the existence of a God who is there for his children, inviting readers
on a journey through his life--from East to West and then back again. 85,000 first
printing. $40,000 ad/promo.
What do How to Win Friends and Influence People and Sell! have in common (other
than Dale Carnegie)? They’re both based on the premise that RELATIONSHIPS are
what matter. In this age, where media is social and funding is raised by crowds, the
sales cycle has permanently changed. It’s no longer enough to know your product, nor
always appropriate to challenge your customer’s thinking based on your online
research. In Sell!: The Way Your Customers Want to Buy, Dale Carnegie & Associates
reveal the REAL modern sales cycle. It’s one that depends on your ability to influence
more than just one buyer, understand what today’s customers want from you (and
don’t want), and use time-tested human relations principles that will help you
strengthen relationships anywhere in the global economy. Readers will learn the five
stages to master in the modern selling process, and learn from real sales examples told
by top performing salespeople and veteran sales trainers from the U.S. to Europe, the
Middle East, India, Japan and points in between. This book combines insightful new
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research, a modern sales process and timeless, powerful human relations principles.
It’s a fresh take on what works today to grow sales. • Learn the two traits customers
want most from their salespeople. • Which types of questions are rarely asked by all
but top salespeople? • When will customers be willing to pay more for your solution or
product? • How what you think about can matter to customers and change your
results? • And get access to online training resources that come with this book!
A New York Review Books Original Hav is like no place on earth. Rumored to be the
site of Troy, captured during the crusades and recaptured by Saladin, visited by
Tolstoy, Hitler, Grace Kelly, and Princess Diana, this Mediterranean city-state is home
to several architectural marvels and an annual rooftop race that is a feat of athleticism
and insanity. As Jan Morris guides us through the corridors and quarters of Hav, we
hear the mingling of Italian, Russian, and Arabic in its markets, delight in its famous
snow raspberries, and meet the denizens of its casinos and cafés. When Morris
published Last Letters from Hav in 1985, it was short-listed for the Booker Prize. Here it
is joined by Hav of the Myrmidons, a sequel that brings the story up-to-date. Twentyfirst-century Hav is nearly unrecognizable. Sanitized and monetized, it is ruled by a
group of fanatics who have rewritten its history to reflect their own blinkered view of the
past. Morris’s only novel is dazzlingly sui-generis, part erudite travel memoir, part
speculative fiction, part cautionary political tale. It transports the reader to an
extraordinary place that never was, but could well be.
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Still the number one resource for designers in the field, the Third Edition of this classic
Handbook is extensively revised and updated to reflect the enormous recent advances
in electronic filter design... while maintaining the overall emphasis on practi

The Blue Collar Investor was NOT a brilliant idea of mine?. it just happened! I
was a frustrated blue collar investor just like you. I?d attended a top tier High
School, College and Dental School. All those years of education and I knew
NOTHING about the Stock Market or investing, in general. That was about to
change!I investigated full service brokers, analysts, mutual fund managers; spoke
with friends, relatives, colleagues and media experts. Would any of these people
lead me to the Promised Land? The answer, for varied reasons, was a
resounding NO!Using the same blueprint I?d adapted to become a licensed
General Dentist, a Certified Personal Trainer, and a Licensed Real Estate Agent,
one of empowerment through self- education, I became an accomplished stock
market investor. Year after year, my portfolio generated higher returns than those
of the average Stock Market. Then, when I started selling options, those returns
increased exponentially.I began sharing my techniques with others, and the flood
gates of interest opened. In response I held a series of seminars, each one a
sellout. That led to my penning of this book, Cashing in on Covered Calls, with
another on the way. To accommodate the growing demand for more, a DVD and
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CD Series was developed, as well.My journey is now focused on spreading the
word: we blue collar investors have the intelligence, the motivation and the ability
to be successful and independent stock market investors.
Students entering today's engineering fields will find an increased emphasis on
practical analysis, design, and control. They must be able to translate their
advanced programming abilities and sound theoretical backgrounds into superior
problem-solving skills. Electromechanical Systems and Devices facilitates the
creation of critical problem-solvin
Get Quick Access to 2,000 Illustrations of Components and Devices Used in
Electromechanical Machines and Systems! Ideal for all engineers and
technicians who design, repair, and operate electromechanical equipment,
Electromechanical Devices and Components Illustrated Sourcebook provides
2,000 illustrations of the most commonly used elements found in today's
electromechanical machines and systems. This essential working tool contains
detailed diagrams, drawn to scale, with relevant calculations and tabular
information presented for easy reference. Packed with engineering examples and
principles, this easy-to-use guide offers you a comprehensive overview of all the
most important and fundamental electromechanical elements. The book includes
on-target illustrations of power sources...acoustic devices...electrical
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controls...circuit breakers...connectors...fuses and motors...heating
elements...mechanical switches and relays...vacuum tubes...meters...wire and
conductors...sensors and transducers...and much more. Electromechanical
Devices and Components Illustrated Sourcebook features: 2,000 illustrations of
electromechanical components and devices Quick access to vital engineering
information All diagrams drawn to scale, with calculations and tabular data
Detailed explanations of elements, with graphs and formulae A broad range of
engineering examples and principles A source of innovative ideas for design
engineers This Time-Saving Engineering Tool Includes Illustrations of • Power
Sources • Acoustic Devices • Magnetic Components • Electrical Controls _
Circuit Protection • Heating • Vacuum Tubes • Rotating Equipment • Meters •
Connectors • Wire and Conductors • Lighting • Controlling Mechanical
Movements • Sensors • Standards
This book provides broad and comprehensive coverage of the entire EDA flow.
EDA/VLSI practitioners and researchers in need of fluency in an "adjacent" field
will find this an invaluable reference to the basic EDA concepts, principles, data
structures, algorithms, and architectures for the design, verification, and test of
VLSI circuits. Anyone who needs to learn the concepts, principles, data
structures, algorithms, and architectures of the EDA flow will benefit from this
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book. Covers complete spectrum of the EDA flow, from ESL design modeling to
logic/test synthesis, verification, physical design, and test - helps EDA
newcomers to get "up-and-running" quickly Includes comprehensive coverage of
EDA concepts, principles, data structures, algorithms, and architectures - helps
all readers improve their VLSI design competence Contains latest advancements
not yet available in other books, including Test compression, ESL design
modeling, large-scale floorplanning, placement, routing, synthesis of clock and
power/ground networks - helps readers to design/develop testable chips or
products Includes industry best-practices wherever appropriate in most chapters
- helps readers avoid costly mistakes
The applications of electromagnetic phenomena within electrical engineering
have been evolving and progressing at a fast pace. In contrast, the underlying
principles have been stable for a long time and are not expected to undergo any
changes. It is these electromagnetic field fundamentals that are the subject of
discussion in this book with an emphasis on basic principles, concepts and
governing laws that apply across the electrical engineering discipline.
Electromagnetic Foundations of Electrical Engineering begins with an
explanation of Maxwell’s equations, from which the fundamental laws and
principles governing the static and time-varying electric and magnetic fields are
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derived. Results for both slowly- and rapidly-varying electromagnetic field
problems are discussed in detail. Key aspects: Offers a project portfolio, with
detailed solutions included on the companion website, which draws together
aspects from various chapters so as to ensure comprehensive understanding of
the fundamentals. Provides end-of-chapter homework problems with a focus on
engineering applications. Progresses chapter by chapter to increasingly more
challenging topics, allowing the reader to grasp the more simple phenomena and
build upon these foundations. Enables the reader to attain a level of competence
to subsequently progress to more advanced topics such as electrical machines,
power system analysis, electromagnetic compatibility, microwaves and radiation.
This book is aimed at electrical engineering students and faculty staff in subdisciplines as diverse as power and energy systems, circuit theory and
telecommunications. It will also appeal to existing electrical engineering
professionals with a need for a refresher course in electromagnetic foundations.
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